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MAKING MUSIC IN A NOISY WORLD

BRANDING THROUGH CORE VALUES – NEW!

It’s easy for a real estate professional to get lost in the
commotion of an industry constantly inundated with new
technologies, new ways to communicate and new ways to
interact. In Making Music in a Noisy World, Ashton helps you
shape your mindset for the modern marketplace.

Ashton shares how to discover your core values and align
them with your branding and the legacy you want to leave in
the marketplace.

• Surprise and delight customers by integrating the
automated systems designed to make you more eﬃcient
with a human element that exceeds most consumers’
expectations
• Set up easy systems with real-time customer interactions
that ﬁll the void created by technology
• Successfully use “old-school” tactics without completely
abandoning a digital platform

Ashton believes that a successful day can and should be
complete prior to 11:00 am. Ashton brings his daily disciplines
along with a mindset for daily eﬃciency in your marketplace.

These strategies enabled Ashton and his team to close 385
sides and $55 million in sales last year. Use his insights to truly
shine in your market and achieve the same results for your
own real estate business!

PERSONAL LEADERSHIP FOR LEAD GENERATION:
THE STORY OF 0 DEALS TO 100
Ashton shares his story of proudly starting in the family
business only to go six months without a sale. Beneﬁt from
the hard lessons learned that gave Ashton the tools and
mindset to grow his business from nothing to a team doing
over 400 sides a year.

WE’VE GOT IT ALL BACKWARDS
To succeed in today’s market you must push against the status
quo and leave the concept of average behind. In his session,
We’ve Got It All Backwards, Ashton challenges your thinking
about how business actually works. He will delight and excite
you about turning it all around and building YOUR blueprint
for a wildly successful future in real estate.

TIME MANAGEMENT:
SYSTEMS, TOOLS, AND DISCIPLINES

STREAMLINING YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM:
BE MORE PLACES WITH FEWER STEPS
We all know that it is very important to have a social media
presence today. However, it is easy to get bogged down in
everything there is to do and all the places you need to be.
Ashton brings a fresh approach to being all places at all times
online without sacriﬁcing massive amounts of time.

DANCING WITH THE ONE THAT BROUGHT YOU:
KEEPING IN TOUCH WITH YOUR SPHERE
Ashton built his business online with buyers but now has
a steady stream of listings he handles each year. In 2013
Ashton, personally, took over 110 listings with the majority of
them coming from repeat customers or customer referrals.
Here, Ashton will discuss the tactics he uses to keep in
communication with his sphere of inﬂuence and preserve the
vital relationships you need for your business.

BRANDING DEVELOPMENT:
MAKING YOUR MARK IN YOUR MARKET
Ashton has successfully taken his grandparents family
business in his market place from 9% market share to 20%
market share in just 3 years as a partner in the company. See
the changes his company has made along with the mindset
behind building the brokerage of the future.
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